Abstract-Voltage regulation is critical for power grids. However, it has become a much more challenging problem as distributed energy resources (DERs) such as photovoltaic and wind generators are increasingly deployed, causing rapid voltage fluctuations beyond what can be handled by the traditional voltage regulation methods. In this paper, motivated by two previously proposed inverter-based local volt/var control algorithms, we propose a pseudo-gradient based voltage control algorithm for the distribution network that does not constrain the allowable control functions and has low implementation complexity. We characterize the convergence of the proposed voltage control scheme, and compare it against the two previous algorithms in terms of the convergence condition as well as the convergence rate.
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I. 
II. introduction
Both developed and developing countries [5] have been deploying large amount of renewable generations like photovoltaic (PV) and wind generators, to keep up with their evergrowing power demand, and to ease environmental problems as well. Mitigating the pressure on global environment by turning to clean energy as those distributed energy resources (DERs) are, they are doing the contrary to existing power distribution networks. Because of their innate properties of instability, renewable generations bring about rapid changes (in seconds) in voltage to the networks, considerably beyond the reach of traditional voltage regulation with capacity buses, operating at a frequency of hours.
The new IEEE Standard 1547 suggests inverter-based volt/var control in distribution systems [3] , [4] . Smart inverters can be built in various sources. Take solar inverters for example: for most time, solar generations can't reach their maximum output power, and the rest available capacity can be used to absorb or generate reactive power, and inject it to the networks to regulate the voltage levels. This can be operated fast enough to keep up with the rapid voltage fluctuation and compensate it. Extensive study has been done to justify this inverter-based volt/var control [6] - [11] .
As a closed loop control, inverter-based volt/var control can drive voltages to desired values, by mapping current state (v(t), q(t)) to new reactive power injections. Former works mainly suggest two algorithms for voltage regulation, known as non-incremental algorithm and gradient algorithm. Nonincremental algorithm requires only the local voltage value to decide its reactive power injections without direct knowledge of its previous decisions [1] , but oscillation problem is proved and observed, stemming from its restricted convergence condition [2] , [10] . Gradient algorithm, carried out as an incremental algorithm, demands information of current local voltage value, as well as previous decision on reactive power injections. It exhibits better convergence properties, less restricted by parameters of networks and control functions [2] . However, implementation of gradient algorithm is difficult because it involves arduous calculation of subgradient values and inverse of control functions. Motivated by this inconvenience of gradient algorithm, we propose a pseudo-gradient algorithm, also an incremental algorithm based on both current v(t) and its previous decision q(t). We will characterize its convergence condition and make comparison among three different algorithms in terms of their convergence conditions and convergence rates. The comparison is conducted both analytically and numerically. The result shows that, compared with gradient algorithm, this pseudo-gradient algorithm has similar loose convergence condition, achieves a very close convergence rate, while being much easier to implement.
All the analytical characterization will be conducted based on an arbitrary radial feeder network and general control functions, and the simulations are on a distribution feeder of South California Edison, with piecewise linear control functions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section III presents the system model, and briefly summarizes the major results of the non-incremental voltage control algorithm and the gradient based voltage control algorithm in [1] and [2] . Section IV presents the pseudo-gradient based voltage control algorithm and its convergence. The comparison among the three algorithms is presented in Section V, and Section VI concludes the paper.
III. System Model

A. Power flow model
We adopt the following branch flow model [15] , [17] for a radial distribution system:
Following [16] , [1] , we use a linearized version of the above model by letting i j = 0 for all (i, j) ∈ L in (1). This approximation neglects the higher order real and reactive power loss terms. Since losses are typically much smaller than power flows P i j and Q i j , this only introduces a small relative error, typically on the order of 1% [15] . We further assume that v i ≈ 1 so that we can set v
1 This approximation introduces a small relative error of at most 0.25% (1%) if there is a 5% (10%) deviation in voltage magnitude [1] . With the above approximations, the power flow model (1) simplifies to the following linear model:
where v 0 = (v 0 , . . . , v 0 ) is an n-dimensional vector, and resistance matrix R = [R i j ] n×n and reactance matrix X = [X i j ] n×n are symmetric matrices with entries
In this paper we assume that v 0 , p c , p g , q c are given constants. The only variables are (column) vectors v := (v 1 , . . . , v n ) of squared voltage magnitudes and q g := (q
, which is a constant vector. For notational simplicity in the rest of the paper we will ignore the superscript in q g and write q instead. Then the linearized branch flow model reduces to the following simple form:
It has been shown in [1] that the matrix X is positive definite. 1 Note that this assumption is not essential and we can also work with v 2 i instead.
B. Local volt/var control
The goal of volt/var control on a distribution network is to provision reactive power injections q := (q 1 , . . . , q n ) in order to maintain the bus voltages v := (v 1 , . . . , v n ) within a tight range around their nominal values v nom i , i ∈ N. This can be modeled by a feedback dynamical system with state (v(t), q(t)) at discrete time t. A general volt/var control algorithm maps the current state (v(t), q(t)) to a new reactive power injections q(t + 1). The new q(t + 1) produces a new voltage magnitudes v(t + 1) according to (3) . Usually q(t + 1) is dertermined either completely or partly according to a certain volt/var control function defined as follows:
n is a collection of f i : R → R functions, each of which maps the current local voltage v i to a local control variable o i in reactive power at bus i:
The control functions f i are usually decreasing but not always strictly decreasing because of the deadband in control, as well as the bounds of feasible reactive power injections. We assume for each bus i ∈ N a symmetric deadband around the nominal voltage (v 
where the local control variable in reactive power is constrained to within [q i min , q i max ]. This particular control function will be used in the numerical examples presented in Section V-B.
1) Non-incremental control algorithm: Motivated by IEEE Standard 1547 [3] [4], we have studied in [1] a local volt/var control where each bus i makes an individual decision q i (t +1) based only on its own voltage v i (t), i.e., q i (t + 1) = o i (t), which we call non-incremental control as the current decision on reactive power injection does not depend directly on the decision at the previous time. We thus obtain the following dynamical system that models the non-incremental local volt/var control in the distribution network: i , and the corresponding reverse-engineered cost function C i .
By reverse engineering, we have shown in [1] that the dynamical system D1 can be seen as a distributed optimization algorithm for solving a well-defined optimization problem
where C(q) = i∈N C i (q i ) with the convex cost function for each bus i ∈ N defined by C i (q i ) := −
• There exists a unique equilibrium point (v * , q * ) under the condition A1; and (v * , q * ) is an equilibrium point if and only if q * is the unique optimal solution of (7).
• Under the conditions A1-A2, the dynamical system D1 converges to the unique equilibrium if the following condition C1 holds:
where
). As mentioned in [2] , the condition C1 is hard to verify in practice. First, it is a computationally demanding problem to verify a linear matrix inequality of potentially very large dimension. Second, matrix X depends on the reactance of every line in the network, which is practically hard to obtain. Moreover, C1 is rather restrictive in constraining allowable control functions, and the existing control schemes may not satisfy this condition. We therefore propose in [2] an incremental voltage control based on the (sub)gradient algorithm for solving the optimization problem (7), which leads to a local var/volt control scheme that demands less restrictive condition for the control functions.
2) Incremental control based on the gradient algorithm: By applying (sub)gradient algorithm to the optimization problem (7), we obtain the following dynamical system with an incremental local volt/var control for the distribution network:
where γ g > 0 is the stepsize, and the (sub)gradient is calculated by
We have the following result [2] :
• Under the condition A1, the dynamical systems D1 and D2 have the same, unique equilibrium point (v * , q * ); and (v * , q * ) is an equilibrium point if and only if q * is the unique optimal solution of (7).
• Under the condition A1, the dynamical system D2 converges to the unique equilibrium if the following condition C2 on the stepsize holds:
where λ max denotes the maximum eigenvalue. Compared with C1, C2 is a much less restrictive. No matter what the reactance matrix X is and no matter what the control function f i is (as long as it satisfies the condition A1), we can always find an appropriate stepsize γ g such that D2 converges to its unique equilibrium, which solves the optimization problem (7).
C. Motivation for new control algorithm
Despite the condition C2 being less restrictive, the above incremental voltage control based on the (sub)gradient algorithm incurs lots of implementation complexity. The (sub)gradient (10) requires tracking the value of v i with respect to ±δ i /2, and takes different forms accordingly. Furthermore, it requires the computation of the inverse of the control function f i , which is computationally expensive for a general control function. This high implementation complexity of the gradient algorithm motivates us to seek an incremental voltage control algorithm with less restrictive condition on the control function as well as low implementation complexity. In the next section, we will present such a control algorithm based on the pseudogradient algorithm for the optimization problem (7) and study its equilibrium and dynamical properties.
IV. pseudo-gradient based local voltage control
Consider the following incremental local voltage control based on the pseudo-gradient algorithm for solving the optimization problem (7):
where γ p > 0 is the stepsize or the weight. With the given control functions f i , the implementation of the algorithm (12) is straightforward and does not have any implementation issues that the (sub)gradient based control algorithm in (9) has; see the discussion in Section III-C. It is also interesting to notice that, when the weight γ p = 1, we recover the non-incremental voltage control in (6) .
With the control (12), we obtain the following dynamical system:
= Xq(t) +ṽ,
The dynamical system D3 has the same equilibrium condition as the dynamical system D1. The following result is immediate. We now analyze the convergence of the dynamical system D3. 
Proof: By the condition A2, we have the bound on the derivative of the control function | f i (v i )| ≤ α i , and thus the bound for its inverse |(− f
If q a and q b are both positive (or both negative), then the corresponding v a = f 
Equality is achieved if the linear control function (5) is used. On the other hand, if one of q a and q b is positive and the other is negative, then as long as δ 0 we have
Combined with the monotonicity of f −1 , the inequality (14) follows.
Theorem 2. Suppose A1-A2 hold. If the stepsize γ p satisfies the following condition C3:
then the dynamical system D3 converges to its unique equilibrium.
Proof: We first consider the case when q i (t) 0, ∀i, i.e., when objective function F is differentiable. By the secondorder Taylor expansion, we have
where f (v(t)) := f 1 (v 1 (T )), . . . , f n (v n (t)) T , andq = θq(t) + (1 − θ)q(t + 1) for some θ ∈ [0, 1]. By Lemma 1, we have
2 . Thus the Taylor expansion follows as
When the condition C3 holds, γ 2 (∇ 2 C(q)+X)−2γA −1 is always negative definite. As a result, the second term in (17) is always non-positive. In fact, this part is equal to zero if and only if q(t) = f (v(t)), or equivalently, q(t) = q(t + 1). Therefore F(q(t+1)) ≤ F(q(t)), where the equality is obtained if and only if q(t + 1) = q(t). Besides, because of the uniqueness of the equilibrium point as shown in Theorem 1, F(q(t+1)) = F(q(t)) if and only if q(t + 1) = q(t) = q * . So, F can be seen as a discrete-time Lyapunov function for the dynamical system D3, and by the Lyapunov stability theorem, the equilibrium q * is globally asymptotically stable. Next we consider the case when q i (t) = 0 for some i. For bus i with q i (t) = 0, the dynamics, irrelevant of derivative, is still well-defined, giving q i (t + 1) = γ f i (v i (t)) = 0. However, its Taylor expansion involves the derivative of C i (q(t)), which doesn't exist at q i = 0. We thus assign subgradient value for bus i as ∂F(q) ∂q i q i =0 = 0, and then the proof follows similarly with this well-defined Taylor expansion, and the conclusion holds as well.
Theorem 2 shows that the pseudo-gradient based local voltage control has the same advantage as the gradient based control, as opposed to the nonincremental voltage control; and in particular, its convergence condition does not restrict the allowable control functions f i . We will provide more detailed comparison between the three algorithms in the next section.
Remarks: Notice that in the pseudo-gradient algorithm it is usually assumed that γ p ≤ 1. This gives a nice interpretation of the new decision q i (t + 1) being a convex combination of the previous decision q i (t) and the local control o i (t) = f i (v(t)) in reactive power. However, here we do not require γ p ≤ 1, as long as the condition C3 is met.
V. Comparative Study of Convergence Conditions and Rates
We have presented three different local voltage control algorithms in the previous two sections. In this section, we compare these three control schemes regarding the corresponding convergence conditions and convergence rates. As we will see, the gradient and pseudo-gradient based algorithms have very close performance in terms of convergence. So, as discussed in the previous sections, the advantage of the pseudogradient based algorithm over the gradient based algorithm is its much lower implementation complexity. However, this low implementation complexity provides strong enough motivation for adopting the pseudo-gradient based local voltage control in the distribution network.
A. Analytical characterization
We start with showing the relationship between the dynamical systems D1 and D3. The following result is immediate. Proposition 1. The non-incremental voltage control in the dynamical system D1 is a special case of the control in D3 with the stepsize γ p = 1.
As a result of Proposition 1, when the condition C1 holds, the largest stepsize that D3 can take is no smaller than 1. On the other hand, if the condition C3 gives a upper bound for γ p that is smaller than 1, D1 will not converge.
Next we investigate the relationship between the dynamical systems D2 and D3, in terms of the available ranges of the step sizes γ g and γ p for convergence and the convergence speed by looking at the largest decrease in the objective value they can make.
Proposition 2. The dynamical systems D2 and D3 have same (one-to-one corresponding) ranges for the step sizes γ g and γ p for convergence, i.e., for any γ p ∈ (0, B p ], there exists a corresponding γ g = max{a i }γ p ∈ (0, B g ], where B g and B p are upper bounds on the stepsize for D2 and D3 to converge.
Proof: The result follows from the proofs of the sufficiency of the conditions C2 and C3 for convergence.
Based on the proofs of the sufficiency of the conditions C2 and C3 for convergence, we also expect the similar convergence speed to the equilibrium of the dynamical systems D2 and D3. Although it is difficult to compare the exact descent rates between them, we can compare the largest decreases in the objective value that are given by the second order Taylor expansions. By the second-order Taylor expansion, the descent of the pseudo-gradient algorithm is upper bounded by
while that of the gradient algorithm is by
Notice that from the proof of Lemma 1, there exists a factor of max{α i } between (q(t) − f (v(t))) and (v(t) − f −1 (q(t))). On the other hand, by Proposition 2 there is a "compensating" factor 1/ max{a i } from the one-to-one correspondence between the stepsizes γ p and γ g . As a result, the above two decent terms are approximately the same with the stepsizes carefully chosen.
B. Numerical examples
We now provide some numerical examples to illustrate the difference between the convergence conditions and rates of the three algorithms based on piecewise linear droop control functions (5). The network topology (Fig. 2) and parameters (TABLE I) are based on a distribution feeder of South California Edison. As shown in Fig. 2, Bus 1 /(v i − δ/2). 1) Convergence condition: We start with observing the difference among the convergence conditions of the three algorithms.
• We first present in Fig.3 that, once we design control functions and stepsize such that, convergence conditions for C2 and C3 are met, the dynamical systems D2 and D3 converge monotonically to the same equilibrium. However, the dynamical system D1 converges but may not monotonically.
• We then change the slope of the control function such that we have a larger A −1 (i.e., smaller α i ). This will give D2 a more strict condition, and D3 a less strict one. Resultantly, as we see in Fig.4(a) , D2 no longer converge. However, by simply decreasing stepsize γ g , D2 can be brought back to convergence, as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
• Lastly, we change the slope of control function to get a smaller A −1 (i.e., larger α i ). This affects the convergence conditions for D1 and D3, while leaving that for D2 inviolated. Similarly, D3 can be back to convergence by having a smaller stepsize. This is shown in Fig. 4(c-d) .
2) Range of the stepsize for convergence: Proposition 2 shows that the upper bounds for the stepsizes in D2 and D3 are related with a factor max{α i }. Since max{α i } is just a bound, it is interesting to see how tight it is. For the linear control function, max{α i } = max(q to 0.18 p.u. with granularity of 0.01 p.u. , and value of max(α i ) ranges from 158 to 9.84 accordingly. We examine the largest possible stepsize max(γ g ) and max(γ p ), and compare their ratio with the theoretical convergence boundary factor max(α i ). The granularity for γ g and γ p is 1 and 0.05 respectively. The results in Fig.5 illustrates that the simulated relationship of convergence ranges for gradient algorithm and pseudo-gradient algorithm is close to the theoretical one, which serves well as a conservative upper bound. It supports our analysis in Proposition 2 that these two algorithms have a one-to-one corresponding convergence ranges for γ g and γ p .
3) Convergence rate: We observe the convergence rates under certain fixed control functions, with stepsizes γ g and γ s 4 Since D1 is a special case for D3 with γ p = 1 and fixed convergence rate, assuming it still fits the convergence condition, we won't specifically involve it.
We fixed the hard voltage threshold as v i = 0.92 p.u. , and v i = 1.08 p.u. , change the stepsize until it reaches the convergence condition boundary. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and 7 . We can see that, the convergence rates for both gradient algorithm and pseudo-gradient algorithm increase monotonically with the stepsizes before they reach upper bounds, where oscillation of objective function value takes place, i.e., when γ g = 11, and γ p = 0.6, and starts bringing down the convergence rates. Also, both algorithms perform similarly in terms of convergence rates, with minimal number of steps less than 10. VI. conclusion Motivated by two previously proposed inverter-based local volt/var control algorithms, we have proposed a pseudogradient based voltage control algorithm for the distribution network that does not constrain the allowable control functions and has low implementation complexity. We characterize the convergence of the proposed voltage control scheme, and compare it against the two previous algorithms in terms of the convergence condition as well as the convergence rate. . g =2
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Fig. 7: Convergence rates of pseudo-gradient algorithm with different stepsizes: larger γ p leads to faster convergence rates.
